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1 Introduction

Gender differences can be observed in a number of different domains, e.g., education,

consumption, charitable giving and, perhaps most important, in the labor market (Cro-

son and Gneezy, 2009). Traditional approaches in labor economics focus on differences

in the accumulation of human capital and discrimination as the main factors respon-

sible for the persistent gender differences (Bertrand, 2011). However, even after con-

trolling for various measures of human capital, the wages of men and women differ

significantly. Recently, alternative explanations have been analyzed in laboratory ex-

periments. These experimental studies report systematic gender differences in social

preferences, risk preferences, and behavior in competitive situations (see Croson and

Gneezy (2009) for an overview).

This paper provides an alternative channel to explain gender differences. In many

real-life situations, decision making depends not only on an individual’s own actions

but also on the actions of other persons involved. Thus, making the best possible

decision requires thinking strategically and taking the decision making of other persons

into account. In this paper, we examine whether women and men behave differently in

such strategic situations. While gender differences in social preferences are extensively

reported in the literature, differences between women and men in strategic reasoning

have rarely been studied. Our findings help fill this research gap.

Our analysis is based on two experimental guessing games, the beauty contest (Nagel,

1995) and the money request game (Arad and Rubinstein, 2012). In these games, we

are able to observe the participants’ level-k reasoning, i.e., the depth of their strategic

reasoning. We use data from an internet experiment with a large number of partici-

pants.1 We find that men have a higher depth of reasoning than women. Our results

suggest that behavioral differences between women and men might be due not only

to social preferences—as discussed in the literature—but also to behavior in strategic

situations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief

review of the related literature. Section 3 describes the experimental design and the

procedure. Section 4 analyzes the effect of gender on strategic reasoning. Section 5

presents conclusions.

1The internet experiment was originally conducted for a research project on the relationship between
social preferences and strategic reasoning. In the recent paper, we only analyze the gender-related data
regarding strategic reasoning, which has not been analyzed before. Our interest in gender differences was
not accidental but rather complements our previous research, in which we examined gender differences
in bargaining behavior (Dittrich et al., 2014) and time preferences (Dittrich and Leipold, 2014).
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2 Related literature

A considerable number of experimental studies report systematic gender differences in

social preferences (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Eckel and Grossman, 1998, 2001), time

preferences (Dittrich and Leipold, 2014), risk preferences (Charness and Gneezy, 2012;

Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Dwyer et al., 2002; Jianakoplos and Bernasek, 1998), and

bargaining behavior (Dittrich et al., 2014). Some of these studies using dictator games

report that women are more inequality averse and less selfish than men (Eckel and

Grossman, 1996, 1998; Fehr et al., 2006; Selten and Ockenfels, 1998). Andreoni and

Vesterlund (2001) find that women prefer to equalize payoffs and are more generous

when giving is expensive while men are more generous when giving is rather cheap. In

an ultimatum game, Eckel and Grossman (2001) find no significant gender differences

in mean offers. Güth et al. (2007) find in a three-person ultimatum newspaper experi-

ment that women prefer the equal split solution more often than men. Garćıa-Gallego

and Jaramillo-Gutiérrez (2012) apply an ultimatum game and focus on risk attitudes.

Their results suggest that both gender and risk-related effects co-exist, but differences

in risk attitudes cannot explain gender effects. Castillo and Cross (2008) find in various

ultimatum and dictator games that gender differences are due not only to social pref-

erences, such as altruism, but also to beliefs about others players’ strategic behavior.

Dittrich et al. (2014) find in an alternating-offer bargaining game that male players are

able to obtain better bargaining outcomes than female players.

In summary, the evidence on gender differences in laboratory experiments is mixed

(Camerer, 2003). Croson and Gneezy (2009) suppose that these mixed results might be

obtained because women are more risk averse than men. A second explanation is the

greater context sensitivity of women, i.e., their social preferences vary more strongly

over different experimental settings than those of men (Croson and Gneezy, 2009).

Moreover, women seem to have a smaller propensity to enter competitive situations

(Datta Gupta et al., 2013; Gneezy et al., 2009, 2003; Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007).

In this paper, we argue that differences in strategic behavior between women and

men can provide an alternative explanation for the observed gender differences. In

many situations, individuals have to think and act strategically, and decision making

in those situations often depends on the actions of other individuals. Making optimal

decisions thus requires predicting others’ behavior and subsequently adapting one’s own

behavior. Analyzing these situations, standard game theory often assumes that play-

ers play equilibrium strategies. However, recent experiments suggest that individuals’

initial choices often deviate systematically from equilibrium. An alternative approach

to explain observed behavior employs structural non-equilibrium level-k models (Craw-

ford et al., 2013). The level-k model, first proposed by Stahl and Wilson (1995) and
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Nagel (1995), assumes that individuals are heterogeneous in their levels of strategic

reasoning. A level-0 type behaves non-strategically, while a level-1 type behaves as if

he responds best to the belief that the other player is a level-0 type (Arad and Ru-

binstein, 2012). A level-2 type assumes that all other players are level-1 types or he

responds best to a mixture of lower types, and so on. Variations of the level-k model

can be found in Camerer et al. (2004) and Costa-Gomes et al. (2001). In most models,

level-0 behavior is assumed to be a uniform distribution over the action space. Bur-

chardi and Penczynski (2014) provide a generalized version of the level-k model that

allows for non-uniform level-0 behavior and heterogeneous level-0 beliefs. Experimental

evidence for the level-k model was proposed by guessing games, such as the beauty con-

test (Nagel, 1995), normal-form games (Costa-Gomes et al., 2001; Croson and Gneezy,

2009; Stahl and Wilson, 1995), and, more recently, by the 11–20 money request game

(Arad and Rubinstein, 2012).2 For further experimental evidence, see the overview by

Crawford et al. (2013).

These studies, however, do not examine whether women and men differ in their

strategic reasoning. Our paper aims to fill this gap.

3 Experimental design and procedure

To test gender differences in strategic reasoning, we use two experimental guessing

games: the beauty contest (Nagel, 1995) and the money request game (Arad and

Rubinstein, 2012). In both games, each player’s payoff depends on the number she

chooses and the number(s) chosen by the other player(s) and, thus, by the players’

depth of strategic reasoning.

3.1 Experimental design

The beauty contest is described in general form by Nagel (1995) as follows:

”A large number of players have to state simultaneously a number in the

closed interval [0, 100]. The winner is the person whose chosen number is

closest to the mean of all chosen numbers multiplied by a parameter p.”

We apply this game structure to our experiment and set p = 2/3. Moreover, we restrict

the choice to integers instead of decimal numbers. Thus, each participant chooses an

2In contrast to the level-k model, Breitmoser (2012) provides experimental evidence that choices are
described more adequately as mixtures of quantal response equilibrium and noisy introspection than as
level-k mixtures. Weizsäcker (2003) finds that subjects act as if underestimating the response precision
of their opponents. This result could be interpreted as a critique of the assumption made in game-
theoretic models that subjects are aware of the level of randomness in their opponents’ motivations.
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integer between 0 and 100. Then, the average of all chosen numbers is calculated. The

winner is the person whose number is closest to 2/3 times this average. The payoff to

the winner is e50.3

Our second game is a slight variation of the 11–20 money request game introduced by

Arad and Rubinstein (2012). Arad and Rubinstein (2012) describe their basic version

of the game as follows:

”You and another player are playing a game in which each player requests

an amount of money. The amount must be (an integer) between 11 and

20 shekels. Each player will receive the amount he requests. A player will

receive an additional amount of 20 shekels if he asks for exactly one shekel

less than the other player.”

We apply this game structure to our experiment, but convert the amount of money

into e-cent. A person participating in our experiment requests an amount of money

between 10 and 100 e-cent that is divisible by 10. Each person receives the amount

requested and receives an additional amount of 100 e-cent if asking for exactly 10

e-cent less than his opponent.

The experimental analysis is based on unique data from an anonymous online ex-

periment. One advantage of conducting this type of experiment is the large number of

participants. Moreover, in contrast to our internet experiment, the participants in lab

experiments are often not representative of the population at large. The shortcoming

of online experiments, however, is that we have less control over the sample than in a

controlled lab experiment.

The experiment was conducted in November 2012. Participants were recruited from

an online panel of about 90,000 panelists living in Germany by a certified professional

research company. 4,291 potential participants were invited via e-mail. Finally, a total

of 1,004 subjects (501 females and 503 males) between 18 and 66 years of age took part.

The sample was chosen according to certain criteria so that our data is representative

of the German population in terms of key characteristics such as gender, age, religious

affiliation, and residential region. Tables 1 presents some descriptive statistics of the

socio-demographic characteristics of the participants.

The basic procedure of the experiments was as follows. Participants were invited

via e-mail by the organizing research company. The e-mail included a personalized hy-

perlink directing subjects to the web-based experiments. After following the hyperlink,

the participants received some general information about the experiment. To avoid

possible biases and framing effects, however, we did not provide any information about

3Appendix A contains translated versions of the experimental instructions.
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Women Men Total

Participants 501 503 1,004

Residential West Germany 360 (71.9%) 379 (75.3%) 739 (73.5%)

region East Germany 103 (20.6%) 83 (16.5%) 186 (18.5%)

Berlin 38 (7.6%) 41 (8.2%) 79 (7.9%)

Religious Catholicism 101 (20.2%) 136 (27.0%) 237 (23.6%)

affiliation Protestantism 146 (29.1%) 143 (28.4%) 289 (28.8%)

Other religion 54 (10.8%) 41 (8.2%) 95 (9.5%)

No religion 200 (39.9%) 183 (36.4%) 383 (38.2%)

Age 18-24 years 77 (15.4%) 51 (10.1%) 128 (12.7%)

25-49 years 285 (56.9%) 294 (58.5%) 579 (57.7%)

50-66 years 139 (27.7%) 158 (31.4%) 297 (29.6%)

Mean 40.57 42.32 41.45

Std. dev. 12.71 12.50 12.63

Monthly income Mean 2,391.61 2,854.91 2,633.05

(e , after tax) Std. dev. 3,673.36 3,334.28 3,506.34

Table 1: Socio-demographic characteristics of the participants.
93 women and 59 men did not indicate their income, i.e., we have 852 observations for income.

the aim of the study. In particular, the participants did not know that the study is

focused on gender differences.

All participants played the beauty contest first and then the money request game.

Both games were played once. After having read the instructions, the participants

should explain in detail why they choose the respective numbers in both games. The

participants were informed that the reasoning is incentivized, i.e., they can receive an

additional payment, which depends on how conclusive they explain their reasons. There

was no time pressure to give reasons for their decision. After the participants explained

their decisions, they stated their numbers chosen. This order allows participants to

write down their reasoning while they are thinking about their reasons to choose a

number. Moreover, this procedure meets the requirements of protocol analysis known

from social psychology and supports the validity of verbal reports (Ericsson, 2002,

2003). Finally, the participants completed a short questionnaire about their gender

and other socio-demographic characteristics, such as age, income, residential region,

and religious affiliation.
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3.2 Classification procedure

There are different approaches to assign a level-k type to a person. Nagel (1995) clas-

sifies the level-k types on the basis of the numbers chosen in the guessing game. An

alternative method uses multiple choices of one person from one class of game to ob-

tain an overall decision rule that represents the observed behavior (Costa-Gomes and

Crawford, 2006; Costa-Gomes et al., 2001; Stahl and Wilson, 1995). Bosch-Domènech

et al. (2002) analyze choices and ex post comments of participants. These comments

could be made optionally with a time delay after the decision and were not incentivized.

Burchardi and Penczynski (2014) use incentivized written accounts of individual rea-

soning for assigning a level-k type. They apply a team communication protocol which

ensures that written accounts are stated at the time of the decision making.

We use a similar approach as Burchardi and Penczynski (2014) and classify par-

ticipants by their written statements, which are incentivized to elicit the individual

reasoning behind the choices. In addition to the beauty contest, we apply the 11–20

money request game (Arad and Rubinstein, 2012). According to Arad and Rubinstein

(2012) this simple game triggers level-k reasoning very well, but no possible alternative

decision rules. Moreover, the classification of the level-0 type and the higher-order types

is clear-cut. Based on the written statements, each participant is assigned a level-k type

according to a classification scheme. The classification scheme consists of decision rules

for each level in both games. It is based on experimental evidence (Arad and Rubin-

stein, 2012; Burchardi and Penczynski, 2014; Nagel, 1995) and written statements of a

pretest. For the beauty contest, the decision rules reflect the iterated best reply model

(Nagel, 1995) and iterated dominance. A person acting non-strategically and following

a simple decision rule is a level-0 type (Arad and Rubinstein, 2012). In the money re-

quest game, a level-0 type chooses the natural anchor 100 or any other number without

realizing the iterative reasoning process. The same holds true for the beauty contest,

in which a level-0 type plays a focal strategy or chooses non-strategically any number

in the given interval. A typical example is as follows: “I choose 8 because it is my

birthday.” A level-1 type thinks more strategically and responds best to any level-0 de-

cision. For example, in the money request game, the best response to 100 is 90. In the

beauty contest, assuming that the numbers chosen by the other players are uniformly

distributed, a level-1 type’s best response is 33. Similarly, we classify subjects as level-2

types according to their description. We restrict the classification to a maximum of

level-3. In this category, we summarize level-3 and players who comprehend the whole

iteration process.4

The most important difference between our approach and traditional assignments

4Further explanations concerning the classification scheme can be found in Appendix B.
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is that we do not elicit the subjects’ cognitive processes by their actions, but by the

verbal description of their action choice. The implementation was as follows: Two

independent research assistants assigned a level-k type to each subject according to

the mentioned classification scheme. The assistants did not have any information on

the subjects’ gender or other socio-demographic data. First, both research assistants

independently classified the written statements of each subject without information

about the chosen number and indicated the level-k. Afterwards, they were informed

about the chosen number of the participant and could reconcile their classification, if

necessary. The research assistants agreed on the classification of 91% of all participants,

i.e., the intraclass correlation coefficient is 0.91. In the remaining 9% in which they did

not agree, we were consulted to arbitrate.5

4 Results

4.1 Gender differences in level-k reasoning

We now turn to the results of our experimental games. First, we compare the action

choices of women and men in the beauty contest and in the 11–20 money request game.

Figure 1 shows the relative frequencies of the numbers chosen in both games.

(a) Beauty contest. (b) Money request game.

Figure 1: Numbers chosen in the beauty contest and the money request game by gender.

A two-sample t-test as well as a Mann–Whitney test indicate that there are no

gender differences between the numbers in neither of the two games. As described

above, however, we measure the subjects’ cognitive processes not by the action choices

but by the verbal description of these action choices. We asked the participants in our

experiments to give reasons for their decision, i.e., to describe exactly why they chose

5This approach is standard in social psychology (see, e.g., Channon and Crawford (2000)).
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their numbers. Using this information as measure of the depth of strategic reasoning,

we assign each subject a level-k type. Table 2 presents the relative frequencies of level-k

types in both the beauty contest and the money request game. L0, L1, and L2 denote

the percentages of level-0, level-1, and level-2 types, respectively. L3 denotes all types

with level-3 or higher.

Level-k Beauty contest Money request

Women Men Women Men

L0 91.62 86.28 85.43 77.93

L1 6.39 9.15 7.19 12.13

L2 1.40 3.98 4.79 6.96

L3 0.60 0.60 2.60 2.99

Table 2: Relative frequencies (in %) of level-k types by gender. Observations: 501
women, 503 men.

A Mann–Whitney test reveals significant gender differences in the level-k types in

the beauty contest (p < 0.01) and in the money request game (p < 0.01). These results

indicate that, on average, men exhibit a higher depth of strategic reasoning.

Finally, we use a logit analysis. Our dependent variable, the level-k type in both

games, has four categories that can be sequentially ordered, because L3 is “higher”

than L2, and so on. We therefore use an ordered logit model and regress BCLEVEL

(= 0 if L0, = 1 if L1,... in the beauty contest) and MRLEVEL (in the money request

game), respectively, on GENDER (= 1 if male, = 0 if female). Table 3 presents the

estimation results of the ordered logit models.

BCLEVEL MRLEVEL DIFFLEVEL

GENDER 0.561*** 0.487*** 0.459***

(0.206) (0.166) (0.161)

Log likelihood −428.483 −655.719 −660.039

Table 3: Ordered logit estimation results. Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***
indicates significance at 1%. Observations: 501 women, 503 men.

The coefficients in the models are ordered log-odds coefficients. A positive coefficient

for GENDER implies that the likelihood of having a higher level-k is higher for men

in both games. For men (i.e., going from 0 to 1 in GENDER), we expect increases of

0.561 and 0.487 in the beauty contest and the money request game, respectively, in

the log-odds of being a higher-level type. Thus, the results confirm the results of the
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Mann–Whitney test indicating that men, on average, exhibit a higher depth of strategic

reasoning. Because participants were asked about their socio-demographic characteris-

tics, we are able to control for age, income, residential region, and religious affiliation.

The significance of the coefficients, however, does not change when controlling for these

variables.

4.2 Stability of level-k reasoning across games

Our within-subject design enables us to compare the level-k reasoning in the beauty

contest and the money request game. This is important for two reasons: First, from

a more general perspective, this comparison provides information on the portability

of the level-k approach. Since the level-k classification is our key measure used for

strategic reasoning, it is important to discuss how portable it is from one game to the

other.6 Second, this comparison sheds light on the stability of strategic behavior as a

possible source of gender differences. Previous research on gender differences in social

preferences has shown that women have a greater context sensitivity than men (Croson

and Gneezy, 2009). With our within-subject we are able to examine whether there is

a similar gender pattern in different strategic reasoning games.

A Spearman test shows a positive and significant correlation between the respective

level-k in the beauty contest and the money request game for all subjects (ρ = 0.41,

p < 0.01). Analyzing behavior on an individual level, we next calculate for each subject

the difference between level-k in both games. This variable, DIFFLEVEL, has the

value 0, if a subject was assigned the same level-k in the beauty contest and the money

request game; it has the value 1, if both assignments differ by one level, and so on.

DIFFLEVEL can have the (absolute) values 0, 1, 2 or 3 and can be interpreted as a

measure of stability. Table 4 shows that 806 subjects (80.28%) behave consistently, i.e.,

their level-k is the same in both games. Only 67 subjects (6.67%) differ by more than

one level-k in the two games. Although these results are clearly driven by the large

number of level-0 types, they are nevertheless indicative of a relatively high stability of

individual behavior across games.

Table 4 also shows that the stability of individual behavior differ between the gen-

ders. 421 women (84.03%), but only 385 men (76.85%) were assigned the same level-k

in both games.7 A Mann–Whitney test indicates that the gender difference in stability

is significant (p < 0.01). We also use an ordered logit model and regress DIFFLEVEL

on GENDER. The estimation results confirm the finding that women behave more con-

6Hargreaves Heap et al. (2014) examine the portability of level-0 assumptions in level-k theory in
experimental coordination, discoordination and hide and seek games.

7Table 5 in Appendix C provides more information on the number of subjects in each level-k
combination.
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DIFFLEVEL Women Men Total

0 421 385 806

1 50 81 131

2 22 27 49

3 8 10 18

Total 501 503 1,004

Table 4: Differences in level-k types across both games by gender.

sistently than men (see Table 3). Controlling for age, income, residential region, and

religious affiliation do not change the significance of the coefficient.

4.3 Discussion of the results

In addition to gender differences, our results differ from other guessing game exper-

iments particularly in the proportion of level-0 types. This may be because in our

experiments, a sample of the German population, which is representative of that pop-

ulation in terms of some key characteristics, took part. In laboratory experiments, the

participants are very often students who are, on average, better able to think strate-

gically than ordinary people (Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002). However, there also seem

to be significant differences between our results and the famous results of beauty con-

test newspaper experiments conducted with a large number of participants in the UK,

Spain, and Germany. Those experimental results are reported in Bosch-Domènech

et al. (2002). A possible explanation for the differences is that the newspapers—the

British Financial Times, the Spanish daily business newspaper Expansión, and the

monthly German science magazine Spektrum der Wissenschaft—are relatively presti-

gious publications whose readers are not representative segments of the populations of

those three countries. The results thus might be biased such that the guessing games in

those newspaper experiments demonstrate the (higher) strategic reasoning of a special

group (Güth et al., 2007) rather than the decision making of an average citizen, as

in our experiments. This might explain the higher proportion of level-0 types in our

experiments.

Another explanation for the different results in our experiment may be due to the

level-k classification approach. Nagel (1995) classifies the level-k types on the basis of

the numbers chosen in the beauty contest . For example, this approach implies that

someone choosing 33 is classified as level-1. Figure 1 shows peaks around the numbers

14, 22, 33, and 50 in the beauty contest which would correspond to the levels 3, 2,

1, and 0, respectively. Other approaches use subjects’ optional ex post comments in
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addition to the chosen numbers (Bosch-Domènech et al., 2002) and subjects’ chosen

numbers in multiple games of the same class to obtain a decision rule that represents

the observed overall behavior (Costa-Gomes and Crawford, 2006; Costa-Gomes et al.,

2001; Stahl and Wilson, 1995). Instead of such approaches, we classify the participants

by their incentivized comments on why they have chosen the number. As our data

shows, these classification approaches can lead to very different results. For example,

one participant in our beauty contest chose 33 but motivated the decision by: “33 is

my lucky number”. A classification by the chosen number would have resulted in a

level-1 type, while in our approach the participant is a level-0 type since he plays some

focal strategy. Another example from our data is a participant who chose the number

13. Since this number may have resulted from 33 · 2/3 · 2/3, one could have classified

this person as level-3 type. However, the motivation for choosing this number was

“this is my birthday”. Obviously, this participant played a focal strategy and was thus

classified as level-0 type. Our data shows that not only the number 50, but also the

majority of numbers around the peaks 14, 22, and 33 (see Figure 1) are motivated by

such a focal strategy leading to a level-0 classification in our approach.

5 Conclusion

This paper examines gender differences in strategic reasoning in two experimental guess-

ing games conducted with a large number of participants. In the beauty contest and the

11–20 money request game, we find that men, on average, seem to employ higher levels

of reasoning than women. Our results are furthermore indicative of gender differences

in stability across the games. We find that more women than men were assigned the

same level-k in both games and interpret this as meaning that women behave more

consistently.

These results provide an additional channel through which differences in the eco-

nomic behavior of women and men can be explained. The findings may have important

implications for economic policy, e.g., labor market policies aimed at reducing the

gender wage gap. Traditionally, discrimination and differences in human capital have

been seen as the main factors responsible for this wage gap. Recent studies point out

that differences in social preferences and behavior in competitive situations are further

influencing factors. Our results suggest that at least a part of the gender differences

occurring in real-life situations, e.g., in wage bargaining, team production or promotion

decisions, may be explained by behavioral differences in strategic situations.
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Appendix

The first two parts of the appendix (A and B) provide the translated experimental

instructions for the beauty contest and the money request game as well as the classi-

fication scheme for both games. All instructions and the questionnaire were originally

written in German. Part C contains more information on the stability of level-k rea-

soning across games.

A Experimental instructions

A.1 Beauty contest

Your task is to choose an integer between 0 and 100. Then the average of all chosen

numbers will be calculated. The winner is the person whose number is closest to 2/3

times this average. The winner receives a prize of e50.

Please give reasons for your decision. Dependent on how conclusive you explain your

reasons you will receive an additional payment.

Fill in the number you have chosen:

A.2 Money request game

You and another person are playing a game in which each player requests an amount

of money. The amount must be a number between 10 and 100 e-cent, which must be

divisible by 10. Each person will receive the amount he requests. A person will receive

an additional amount of 100 e-cent if she asks for exactly 10 e-cent less than the other

person.

Please give reasons for your decision. Dependent on how conclusive you explain your

reasons you will receive an additional payment.
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Fill in the amount of money you request:

B Classification scheme

(The two independent research assistants received the following instructions to assign

the levels to the participants according to the written statements.)

Please read the written statements of each participant and assign a level according to the

following classification scheme. Please use only the verbal report of the participant for

your classification. Do not try to interpret what the participants might have meant. You

should only classify what you clearly extract from the written statement. Afterwards,

you will be informed about the chosen numbers and get the opportunity to reconcile

your classification.

B.1 Beauty contest

Level 0: There is no hint that the player thinks strategically in the way that she

includes other players in her decision making. A level-0 type plays a focal strategy

or chooses any number in the given interval for a non-strategic reason or she might

not understand the game. Examples: “I choose 8 because it is my birthday.”, “I

choose 20 because it is my lucky number.”, “I choose 50 because it is the mean”.

Level 1: The player thinks strategically and responds best to any level-0 decision.

The player calculates two thirds of her assumed level-0 distribution. Example: “I

suppose other players choose 40, so I choose 40 · 2/3 = 27”.

Level 2: The level-2 player responds best to any level-1 decision. Example: “The

others may think everybody plays 40 and, thus, they subsequently choose 27.

Taking this into account, I have to choose 2/3 of 27”.
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Level 3: The player assumes that others are able to do iteration step 2. Therefore the

level-3 player best responds to any level-2 decision. The player argues that there

are other players who realise that players best respond to level-1. So the level-3

type has to best respond to these level-2 players.

Level 4 and higher: The process of best responding to lower levels continues.

B.2 Money request game

Level 0: The player chooses the natural anchor 100 or any other number without

realizing the iterative reasoning process.

Level 1: The player thinks strategically and responds best to the assumed level-0

decision. Example: “I suppose the other player chooses 100, so I choose 90 to

earn the additional 100 e-cent”.

Level 2: The level-2 player responds best to any level-1 decision. Example: “I suppose

the other player thinks I choose 100, so he chooses 90. Therefore I choose 80 to

earn the additional 100 e-cent”.

Level 3: The player thinks strategically and responds best to the assumed level-2

decision. Example: “The other player thinks that I will choose 90 to win the

additional 100 e-cent, so she should choose 80. Therefore I choose 70 to earn the

additional 100 e-cent”.

Level 4 and higher: The process of best responding to lower levels continues.

C Stability of level-k reasoning across games

Table 5 shows the frequencies of subjects for each level-k combination by gender. For

example, 5.19% of women are assigned L0 in the beauty contest and L1 in the money

request game. The sum of the frequencies on both diagonals (bold) are measures

for stability across both games and correspond to the numbers for DIFFLEVEL = 0

presented in Table 4 (421 women (84.03%) and 385 men (76.85%)).
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Women Men

Money request Money request

L0 L1 L2 L3 All L0 L1 L2 L3 All

B
ea

u
ty

co
n
te

st L0 81.84 5.19 3.19 1.40 91.62 73.16 8.15 3.18 1.80 86.28

L1 2.99 1.60 1.00 0.80 6.39 3.38 2.19 2.78 0.80 9.15

L2 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.20 1.40 1.19 1.59 0.99 0.20 3.98

L3 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.60

All 85.43 7.19 4.79 2.60 100.00 77.93 12.13 6.96 2.99 100.00

Table 5: Relative frequencies (in %) of level-k types across both games by gender.
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